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Introduction

The Future of Health

Buying behavior of consumers is always changing.
It is quite a challenge for retailers and manufacturers to
adapt to the new wants and needs of consumers. 

With a seeming explosion in allergies, heightened 
concerns over obesity, increased scrutiny of chemical 
additives and growing environmental concerns, there's 
more attention being paid to what we eat than perhaps 
ever before. After decades of stocking our kitchens with 
meat, cheese and noodles, while simultaneously 
dieting to reverse the effects of all those fatty, starchy 
foods, we may be realizing that food isn't just a way to 
live, it's a lifestyle choice.

This report will help you to understand new buying
behavior of consumers who are more and more looking
for healthy food solutions.
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Previous Research

In previous research we found that
34% of Dutch consumers in the age of 
18 to 34 years find that they do not
get good and adequate assistance in 
Dutch supermarkets to choose a 
healthy meal.

This result is the starter of this further
research on the subject of The Future
of Health. 

How do consumers want to buy
healthy food and what is most 
important to them?

Do you get good and adequate assistance in 
the supermarket to choose a healthy meal?

Age
Score importance
of healthy eating % good % fairly good % not good

18-34 8,2 5% 43% 34%

35-44 8,5 13% 45% 24%

45-54 8,4 9% 52% 23%

55-64 8,6 17% 47% 18%

65 a.o. 8,5 16% 42% 26%

Quotus Research 2014
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89% of Dutch consumers are 
busy with healthy food every
day.

The results:

40% of Dutch consumers want 
to know how to eat healthier
than they do now.

In 2015 we researched
450 Dutch consumers in 

the age of 25 to 35.

Quotus Research 2014
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70% of Dutch consumers think that there is now sufficient 
choice in supermarkets to select a healthy meal. 

14% think not.

45%

45%

10%

How easy is it to choose a healthy 
meal in Dutch supermarkets?

easy

neutral

hard

Quotus Research 2014
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So… there is enough
supply of healthy
food, 
but consumers want 
support in selecting a
healthy meal!

?
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How would they like to be helped in selecting healthy products?

45% Of Dutch consumers like to have support in the supermarket

71%      Find a clear presentation of healthy products in the
supermarket

61%      Get inspiration for healthy meals in the supermarket

59%      Recipes

39%      Cooking demonstrations whith healthy meals
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67% Consumers wish for more healthy ready-to-
eat solutions for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
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Where do Dutch consumers look at, while searching for healthy products?

24,40%

40,10%

15,20%

10,30% 10,00%

CONSUMERS LOOK AT …

Logo's Nutrition Health Claims Origin Different

40% of 
consumers look 

at Nutrition Facts
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How would Dutch consumers like to be informed about healthy food
in the supermarket?
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77%
Of Consumers say: “I would
like to see a presentation of 
all healthy food in one place
in the supermarket where I 
can select my own healthy
meal, accompanied with a 
healthy recipe.” 



82% want clear and true nutrition
facts on every product

80% want healthy products
to stand out in the supermarket

53% want that the product 
communicates why it is healthy

The Future of Health
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In America supermarket chains Kroger and Wholefoods are already adapting to the new consumer 
demands. Kroger for instance asked their clients which ingredients they don’t want in their food. And so
they developed a new logo: ‘101’ – Products without the ingredients that are banned by the client. The new 
logo is easy to find in the shelves and on the product packaging.
Aldi in The Netherlands took over this American idea and developed a ‘vrij van’ logo.
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Some Facts on health
• We consume per person per year on average between 50 and 60 kilos of sugar . 23 kilos of this comes from soft drinks and fruit juices.

The Future of Health
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What’s more trending in The Future of Health?

Continuous healthy
eating and healthy

lifestyles

Information and
help for consumers

to make facts on 
health clear

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Food that’s good for
us will taste better

More promotion for
produce and

innovations in 
healthy food

Vegetables as 
medicine

The end of the diet
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Continuous healthy eating and healthy lifestyles

According to a survey (Subway National Eat Your 
Vegetables Day Survey, June 2015, n=2000) in America we 
found that millennials already eat a half a serving more 
daily vegetable consumption compared with the U.S. 
average. Millennials eat 2,7 servings per day and U.S. 
average is 2,3. 50% of people in the U.S. say their diet 
could be healthier. So the trend for the future is set by 
millennials. Consumers will continue healthy eating.

Supermarkets shouldn’t let their shoppers be put off 
produce because of taste, price or a lack of knowledge 
over how to prepare them. With so many simple recipes to 
enhance flavors and prepare veggies, supermarkets should 
be guiding their customers with tips and ingredients as 
well as offering deals on produce that may be ‘les than 
perfect’ of getting close to their expiration date.

1.



Information and help for consumers to make facts on 
health clear

2.

According to a new study (Unilever, 2015) consumers pay ‘much less’ 
attention to ingredient lists than they do to self-reported preferences.
Results led the team to conclude that overwhelmingly, consumers 
don’t really pay attention to products’ ingredient list unless 
specifically directed towards it.

For retailers this study is interesting to take into consideration when 
thinking about what shoppers focus on when they choose products. 
Increasingly shoppers are interested in making healthy, better for you 
purchases but perhaps don’t always know what ingredients to look for 
or perhaps are just too swayed by their own ideas or package claims. 
Supermarkets should guide customers by helping them understand 
and evaluate ingredient lists. Either by in house nutritionists or 
knowledgeable employees or tips printed out on the shelves 
alongside products that are healthy, natural, organic etc. Retailers 
should be looking to make sure shoppers are educated and making 
the right choices.
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Food that’s good for us will taste better

A growing number of chefs, food bloggers and restaurateurs have started dedicating 
themselves to promoting healthy food that's also delicious. They're finding ways to cut 
down on fat, sugar and meat and still make money. Vegan bakery Sticky Fingers in 
Washington won the Food Network's Cupcake Wars, and restaurants such as New York 
City's Dirt Candy and Philadelphia's Vedge are making vegetables the star of great 
meals.
"There are plenty of restaurants and food purveyors out there that are working to make 
nutrient-dense food delicious and appealing and exciting," says Trish Watlington, owner 
of two farm-to-table restaurants in San Diego where she supplies most of the produce 
for the menu from her garden.
At Andrea McGinty's vegan restaurant chain, Native Foods Cafe, most customers aren't 
even vegan. "I bet one person would raise their hand," she says. "All the rest are looking 
for a better way to eat."
McGinty says vegan is going mainstream as people seek healthier, convenient options. 
Included on her menus is a "bacon cheeseburger" made with seitan, a gluten-based 
meat alternative; caramelized onions; tofu bacon; and battered dill pickle chips. "When 
you can have something that tastes delicious and it feels good in your body and you feel 
like you did something good for yourself, why wouldn't it sell?" she says.

3.
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More promotion for produce and innovations in healthy food

Another way to make produce cheaper? Get people to buy 
more of it. Processed foods dominate the grocery business, 
luring us with million-dollar marketing campaigns that show 
up on our TV screens.

The problem is there's no branding in produce, but the 
power of marketing is huge. In the future manufacturers and 
retailers will come up with ad campaigns for broccoli or other 
kinds of produce.

Can an Ad Agency Market Broccoli Like It Does Coke?
Watch this movie!

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=arFrO3rv3eE

4.
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Vegetables as medicine5.

Fruits and Vegetables are included in the Healing Foods Pyramid™ 
as part of a balanced, whole foods, plant-based diet. This Food 
Pyramid emphasizes foods that nourish the body, sustain energy 
over time, contain healing qualities and essential nutrients, and 
support a sustainable environment.

Vege Marché in Tokio is a new concept store where vegetables are 
sold as medicine. It divides fruit and vegetables into three 
categories: immunity , antioxidant and detoxicant. 
Watch the movie below to discover Vege Marché!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-
yOr3IKwKA
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The end of the diet

Groups of people have adopted gluten-free diets even 
though they're not technically allergic to gluten. What 
were once considered specialty diets are starting to 
be combined and adopted into a more balanced and 
manageable way of eating all the time.

And as fresher, local food not only becomes more 
widely available but is prepared in ways that are 
appealing, eventually people will make more choices 
of things that are better for them because it tastes 
good, not because they're necessarily disciplined 
about it.

6.



Conclusion

‘There is a growing interest in health & wellness amongst consumers. Brands, manufacturers 
and retailers need to show that they are listening. Cooking programs and food festivals 
become more popular. And I saw in New York that even stores like drugstores have been 
taking the same approach when it comes to expanding sales of healthier items.

Give consumers the ability to make a conscious choice about what they eat. Innovate, inspire 
and put the consumer in the center of your activities.

Health and wellness is for sure a profitable area for retailers and those that emphasis and 
cater to the growing trend of consumers towards a healthier lifestyle will continue to attract 
shoppers.’

Drs. Cindy van Cauter
Author & Owner
of Quotus Research
cindy@quotus.nl
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Thank You!
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Interesse in een incompany lezing over
The Future of Health?
Neem dan contact met ons op!

www.quotus.nl
info@quotus.nl

http://www.quotus.nl/
mailto:info@quotus.nl

